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TRACK 15 A:  Joy & Sadness in Long Term Memory

- CURTAIN IS CLOSED
- 0:00 - Play Track and bring lights up on stage apron
- We hear JOY screaming and suction sounds during the intro
- JOY followed by SADNESS tumble on stage in front of the curtain from STAGE RIGHT

with memory balls

JOY: Oh no...(gathering memories)  One, two, three... okay, got ’em. Wha-- where are we?
Long-Term Memory...!  Goofball Island.

SADNESS: Hoh... Riley’s Islands of Personality. They’re ALL down! This is bad.  Riley has no
core memories, no personality islands and no-- (gasp)

JOY: Wha-- What is it?

SADNESS: You! YOU’RE not in headquarters. Without you, Riley can’t be happy. We gotta get
you back up there.

JOY: I’m coming, Riley.

- 0:58 - CURTAIN OPENS to reveal the console set centerstage - lights stay up
- ◍ ⃝  MEMORY BALL:  ON - MULTICOLOR
- EXIT:  JOY & SADNESS - STAGE LEFT - through side of curtain

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 15 B: Sr Pointe Dance “Memory Lanes”

- Console is set at CENTERSTAGE
- 0:00 - Play Track

★ DANCE:  Sr Pointe “Memory Lanes”
Ruby Abraham & Ashley Milne

- Dancers start OFF
- Dancers end ON - leave lights up

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 16:  Riley is Weird - Ele Contemporary “Mad World”

- ENTER DISGUST from STAGE LEFT to join ANGER & FEAR at console
- ENTER RILEY, MOM & DAD - STAGE RIGHT to sit on ground with dinner plates
- 0:00 - Play Track

MOM: So as it turns out the green trash can is not recycling, it’s for greens. Like compost. And
the blue one is recycling. And the black one is trash.

- RILEY pushes food around on her plate.

DISGUST: Riley is acting so weird. Why is she acting so weird?

ANGER: What do you expect? All the islands are down.



DISGUST: Joy would know what to do.

FEAR: That’s it! Until she gets back, we just do what Joy would do!

DISGUST:  Great idea! Anger, Fear, Disgust. How are WE supposed to be happy?

MOM: Hey, Riley. I’ve got good news! I found a junior hockey league right here in San
Francisco. And get this: try-outs are tomorrow after school. What luck, right?

ANGER: Hockey?

DISGUST: Uh-oh. What do we do?

FEAR: Guys, uh, this... Here, you pretend to be Joy.

- FEAR pushes DISGUST forward. She steps up to drive.
- ◍ ⃝  MEMORY BALL:  Turn to Green

MOM: Won’t it be great to be back out on the ice?

RILEY: (sarcastic):  Oh yeah, that sounds fantastic.

FEAR:  What was that? That wasn’t anything like Joy.

DISGUST: Uh, because I’m NOT Joy.

FEAR: Yeah, no kidding.

MOM: So! How was the first day of school?

ANGER: She’s probing us.

DISGUST: I'm done. (to Fear) YOU pretend to be Joy.

FEAR: What? Uh... okay... hmm.

- ◍ ⃝  MEMORY BALL:  Turn to PURPLE

RILEY: (nervous) It was fine, I guess, I don't know.

DISGUST: Oh, very smooth, that was JUST like Joy.

- Mom clears her throat at Dad twice

DAD: Ahh, so, Riley! How was school?

ANGER: Move! I’LL be Joy.

- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to RED

RILEY: (snarky) School was great, alright?

MOM: Riley, is everything okay?

DAD: Riley, I do NOT like this new attitude.



ANGER: Oh I’ll show you attitude, old man.

FEAR: No, no, no! Stay happy!

- ANGER shoves him away and hits a button.

RILEY: What is your problem? Just leave me alone.

DAD: Listen young lady, I don’t know where this disrespectful attitude came from...

ANGER: You want a piece of this, Pops? Come and get it!

- ANGER pushes button

RILEY: Yeah, well... well...Just SHUT UP! (standing up)

DAD: (standing up and pointing offstage RIGHT) That’s it, go to your room!......Now!

- RILEY gets up and leaves in a huff - EXIT STAGE RIGHT
- BLUE OUT - EXIT - ANGER, FEAR & DISGUST - STAGE LEFT with console
- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  Turn to OFF
- ENTER -  Ele Contemporary dancers from Stage Left
- ENTER - Maddie from Stage RIGHT

★ DANCE:  Elementary Contemporary “Mad World”
Maddie K, Addison C, Indra & Winter Huffman

- Dancers start ONSTAGE
- Dancers end ON and exit in BLUE OUT except Maddie who goes to STAGE RIGHT

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 17 - Riley & Dad, Joy Sadness, Gum Commercial & Teen Hip Hop

- BLUE OUT - ENTER DAD from STAGE RIGHT - peeks in.
- BLUE OUT - MADDIE goes downstage RIGHT

DAD: Hey.  So uh, things got a little out of hand downstairs. You want to talk about it?
Come on. Where’s my happy girl? Monkey.  Come on. (tries more monkey noises)

- Riley looks at Dad annoyed and then turns away.  Goofball Island rumbles

DAD: I get it, you need some alone time.  We’ll talk later.

- Exit - DAD - STAGE RIGHT -
- ENTER - STAGE RIGHT upstage - JOY & SADNESS during rumbling sounds
- After rumbling sound 0:45 - Exit RILEY - STAGE RIGHT - & ANGER - STAGE LEFT

SADNESS: We lost Goofball Island. That means she can lose Friendship and Hockey and
Honesty and Family! You can fix this, right Joy?



JOY: I... I don’t know. But we have to try. C’mon.  Riley’s gone to sleep. ..which is a good thing,
when you think about it, because nothing else bad can happen while she’s asleep! We’ll be back
to Headquarters before she wakes up. We’ll just go have to go around…take the scenic route.

SADNESS: Wait! Joy, you could get lost in there!

JOY: Think positive!

SADNESS: Okay. I’m positive you will get lost in there. That’s Long-Term Memory. An endless
warren of corridors and shelves. I read about it in the manuals.

JOY: The manuals? The manuals! You read the manuals!

SADNESS: Yeah...

JOY: So you know the way back to headquarters!

SADNESS: I, guess...

JOY: You are my map! Let’s go! Lead on, Mind Map! Show me where we’re going!

SADNESS: Okay! Only, I’m too sad to walk. Just give me a few... hours.

- Sadness lays down
- JOY picks SADNESS up, gives piggy back and takes SADNESS - EXIT STAGE LEFT

—-- 2:02 - music interlude —- ENTER JOY from STAGE LEFT , exhausted, carries Sadness

JOY: This is not working. Are we getting close?

SADNESS: Yeah. Just another right. And a left. Then another left, and a right...

JOY: Are you sure you know where we’re going? Because we seem to be walking AWAY from
Headquarters–  Riley’s awake.

- Joy drops a core memory. Sadness reaches to grab it.

JOY:  Ah ah ah, don’t touch, remember? If you touch them, they stay sad!

SADNESS: Oh. Sorry. I won’t...) ...starting now.

JOY: I can’t take much more of this.

- ENTER mindworkers upstage STAGE RIGHT with suction tube  to tub of memory balls

JOY: Mind Workers!

SADNESS: But Joy we’re almost... ohhhh.

FEMALE FORGETTER: Phone numbers. We don’t need all of these. They’re in her phone.

MALE FORGETTER:  Just forget all of that. Please. Forget it!  (throwing memory into tube)

JOY: Excuse me. Hi. I need to find Friendship Island...



FEMALE FORGETTER: Look at this. Four years of piano lessons.

MALE FORGETTER: Yeah, looks pretty faded.

FEMALE FORGETTER: You know what? Save "Chopsticks” and “Heart and Soul,” get rid of
the rest.  (throwing more memories into the tube

JOY: Are you--

FEMALE FORGETTER: U.S. Presidents. What do you think?

MALE FORGETTER: Eh, just keep Washington, Lincoln and the fat one.

FEMALE FORGETTER: Forget ‘em!

JOY: Hey! You can’t throw those away! Those are perfectly good memories.

MALE FORGETTER: The names of every “Cutie Pie Princess” doll?

JOY: Yes! That is critical information! Glitterstorm, Honeypants, Officer Justice...

FEMALE FORGETTER: Forget ‘em!

JOY: Hey! Bring those back.

FEMALE FORGETTER: They’re in the dump. Nothing comes back from the dump.

MALE FORGETTER: Yeah. Look lady, this is our job, OK?

FEMALE FORGETTER: When Riley doesn’t care about a memory, it fades.

JOY: Fades?

FEMALE FORGETTER: Happens to the best of ‘em.

MALE FORGETTER: (pulls memory from a cart) Except for this bad boy! This one will NEVER
fade.

- He tosses the memory up and down admiring it

JOY: The song from the gum commercial?

MALE FORGETTER: Sometimes we send that one up to headquarters for no reason.

FEMALE FORGETTER: It just plays in Riley’s head over and over again. Like a million times!
Ha! Let’s watch it again!

MALE FORGETTER: Tripledent gum will make you smile! Tripledent gum! It lasts a while!
Tripledent gum will help you, mister, to punch bad breath right in the kisser.

JOY: We all know the song. Okay. Yup. Real catchy.

MALE FORGETTER: (to Female Forgetter) What do ya think? Should we do it?

FEMALE FORGETTER: Yeah! Ha ha!



MALE FORGETTER: OK, here we go! Ha ha ha! (he puts the memory in the hole)

GUM MEMORY: Tripledent gum will make you smile!Tripledent gum! It lasts a while–

- ENTER ANGER FROM STAGE LEFT
- EXIT STAGE RIGHT - mindworkers, JOY & SADNESS

ANGER: Wha-- this again!?! DID I ask for the gum commercial… That’s it!  (Screams)

★ DANCE:  Teen Hip Hop “Lose Control”
Ruby, Lily, Ava, Carleigh, Chloe, Simon, Mark, Avery, Ryan

- Dancers start OFF and enter with music from different sides
- Dancers exit with music stage right and left
- BLUE OUT

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Track 18 - Laptop Convo with Meg & Beginner Lyrical “Old Friends”

- ENTER RILEY with laptop STAGE RIGHT
- ENTER MEG with laptop or Iphone with headphones in STAGE LEFT
- ENTER FEAR, ANGER & DISGUST with the console STAGE LEFT
- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL: ON - WHITE
- 0:00 - Play track - lights up

RILEY: (humming the gum commercial song)

MEG: Do you like it there? Did you feel any earthquakes? Is the bridge cool?

RILEY: Yeah, it’s good. What happened with the playoffs?

MEG: We won the first game. Coach says we might actually go to the finals this year. Oh, and
we’ve got this new girl on the team. She’s so cool.

DISGUST: Oh, she did NOT just say that.

FEAR: A NEW GIRL? Meg has a new friend already?!

ANGER: (growls)

DISGUST: Hey hey, stay happy! We do NOT want to lose any more islands here guys!

MEG: We can pass the puck to each other without even looking. It’s like mind reading!

ANGER: You like to read minds, Meg? I got something for you to read right here!

DISGUST: No no no, what are you doing?!

FEAR: Wait, wait-- let’s just be calm for one second--

ANGER: GAAAAAA!!!! ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL: Turn to RED

MEG: I heard they have parrots living in-



RILEY: I gotta go.

MEG: What?

RILEY: I GOTTA GO.

- Riley slams the computer closed and EXITS STAGE RIGHT
- EXIT - FEAR, ANGER & DISGUST - STAGE LEFT with console
- ENTER dancers from STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  BEG Lyrical “Old Friends”
Kallie O’Brien & Natalie McAlpine

- Dancers start ON
- Dancers end ON - Exit in BLUE OUT

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 19a - Intro to BING BONG

- 0:00 - Play track - bring lights up
- ENTER JOY & SADNESS running in from STAGE RIGHT

JOY: Ohh NO!, Friendship Island!  What–?

- (Loud sounds of crumbling island)

JOY: Ugh not Friendship.

SADNESS: Oh, Riley loved that one. And now it's GONE. Goodbye friendship, hello loneliness.

JOY: (groans)  We’ll just have to go the long way.

SADNESS: Yeah. The long, long, looong way. I’m ready.

- SADNESS goes to get back on Joy’s back again

JOY: (groans)  There’s gotta be a better way.

- ENTER BING BONG from UPSTAGE STAGE RIGHT collecting memories

BING BONG: Ohhh, look at you, you’re a KEEPER!

- JOY turns back to look to see BING BONG and puts SADNESS down

JOY: Huh?

BING BONG: I will take you, but not you.  Oh who am I kidding, I can’t leave you!

JOY: Hello!

- BING BONG reacts,  gets scared and starts to run away off STAGE RIGHT

JOY: Wait! Hey, wait! Stop!



- JOY  chases after him followed by SADNESS slowly
- BING BONGS emerges back on stage from STAGE RIGHT to STAGE LEFT
- JOY runs out to find BING BONG huffing and puffing

JOY: Excuse me...?

BING BONG:   (jumping up; cornered)  Ahhhh! Uh, I --DIVERSION!  (points)

- BING BONG goes to run STAGE LEFT but trips and falls

BING BONG: Ow! Oww, I hurt all over. (nursing his knee)

JOY: Wait. I know you.

- JOY helps BING BONG up and he starts dusting himself off

BING BONG: No you don’t. I get that a lot, I look like a lot of people.

JOY: No, I do! Bing Bong! Riley’s Imaginary Friend!

BING BONG: You really DO know me!

JOY:  Well of course! Riley loved playing with you, you two were best friends! Oh! You would
know. We’re trying to get back to Headquarters...

BING BONG: Headquarters? You guys are from Headquarters?

JOY: (mock modesty) Well, yeah. I’m Joy. This is Sadness.

BING BONG: You’re Joy? THE Joy?

JOY: Mm-hmm.

BING BONG: Well what the heck are you doing out here?

JOY: That's a good question! You want to answer that, Sadness?

BING BONG: Without you, Riley won’t ever be happy. We can't have that, we gotta get you
back! I’ll tell you what, follow me.

- BING BONG turns to lead them back towards STAGE RIGHT

JOY: Oh, thank you!  It is so great to see you again. I gotta tell you, I am such a huge fan of
your work. Do you remember when you and Riley were in a band? (laughs) I went to all of your
concerts.

BING BONG: Yeah, I blow a mean nose.

JOY: Watching you play tag was such a treat.

BING BONG: Two-time world champ.

JOY: Oh, and remember your rocket?!

- They all stop CENTER STAGE or 3 quarter stage



BING BONG: Of course! It runs on song power.

JOY: That’s right, your theme song!  (singing) Who's your friend who likes to play?

BING BONG (sings) BING BONG BING BONG!

JOY: His rocket makes you yell “Hooray!”

BING BONG/JOY: BING BONG BING BONG!

JOY: Ooo. (fumbles memories) Woah!

BING BONG: Oh-- here-- use this. (offers his satchel)

JOY: Thanks! This’ll make it a lot easier to walk back to Headquarters.

BING BONG: Walk? We’re not walkin’! We’re taking the Train of Thought!

JOY: The train, of course! That is so  much faster! But how do we catch it?

BING BONG:   Well, it kind of goes all over the place, but there is a station in Imagination land. I
know a shortcut - Come on, this way!

JOY: I’m so glad we ran into you!

BING BONG: The station is right through here.  After you.

- EXIT BING BONG STAGE RIGHT -   Libby quickchange into TAP costume

SADNESS: Joy...

JOY: What?  If you want to walk the long way, go for it. But Riley needs to be happy. I‘m not
missing that train. Bing Bong knows what he’s doing. He's part dolphin. They're very smart.

SADNESS: Well, I guess…

- BLUE OUT - EXIT JOY & SADNESS -  STAGE RIGHT

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------T
RACK 19b - Co B Tap “Train of Thought”

- ** Wait for Libby to be ready
- 0:00 - Play track and bring lights up

★ DANCE:  Co B Tap “Train of Thought”
Libby Nelson, Maddie K, Leah Henry, Chloe Choist, & Addison Carmichael

- Dancers start OFFSTAGE RIGHT enter with music
- Dancers exit STAGE RIGHT & LEFT with music
- Libby quickchange back into BING BONG
- BLUE OUT: ImaginationLand Sign has to go on stage



TRACK 20 - IMAGINATION LAND & Tiny Toes Ballet

- 0:00 - Play Track - bring lights up
- ENTER JOY, SADNESS & BING BONG from STAGE RIGHT  (missing the train)

JOY: Wait! Stop! Stop! STOP! Ugh

JOY: (to Bing Bong) How long till the next train?

BING BONG: Who knows? But don’t worry. There’s  another station. That way! The train
always stops there right before it goes to Headquarters. If we hurry, we can catch it!

JOY: (to Sadness)  Is there really another station?

SADNESS: Uh-huh. Through there.

- BING BONG goes center between the sets  and emerges gradiously

BING BONG: Welcome to Imaginationland!

JOY: Imaginationland?

BING BONG: Sure! I come here all the time. I’m practically the mayor. Hey, you guys hungry?
There’s French Fry Forest! Nom nom nom, delicious!

JOY: No way!

JOY: Oh no, lava! Whooo! Whawhoooo!

BING BONG:  Imaginationland is  the best!

SADNESS: Is it all going to be so interactive?

BING BONG: Hey, look! The House of Cards!!  Ooh, wait, hang on just a minute...

- BING BONG pulls his rocket out from offstage or behind the set

JOY: Your rocket!

BING BONG: Yeah! I stashed it in there for  safekeeping. Now I’m all set to take Riley to the
MOON!

BING BONG: Anyway. This way, through Preschool World! We’re nearly to the train!

JOY: Riley, here we come!

- EXIT - STAGE LEFT  to get the Tiny Toes kids

★ DANCE:  Sat. Tiny Toes Ballet “Imagination Land”
Madelina, Amelia, Caroline, Harriet, Waverly

- Dancers start OFFSTAGE LEFT and enter with music
- Dancers end ONSTAGE - exit STAGE left with lights on.
- JOY & BING BONG exit with the dancers - go to BLUE OUT



TRACK 21 - Hockey Scenes & “Hockey is a Musical”

- BLUE OUT:  ENTER FEAR, ANGER & DISGUST - STAGE LEFT  with console
- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  OFF
- BLUE OUT:  ENTER MOM & RILEY - STAGE RIGHT
- BLUE OUT:  ENTER Musical Theatre dancers “skating around” centerstage

MOM:  This should be fun. New team, new friends! These kids look pretty good -- considering
they're from San Francisco. Heh heh!

RILEY: I gotta go.

- Riley heads onto the ice to skate with the others.

MOM: Okay. Good luck, sweetie!   (MOM exits STAGE RIGHT)

DISGUST: Luck isn’t gonna help us now. If  she tries to use Hockey Island, it’s going down.

FEAR: Which is why I’ve recalled every hockey memory I can think of.

- FEAR pulls out a few memories from behind the console

FEAR: One of these has got to work in place of the core memory.

ANGER / DISGUST: She’s about to play!/Hurry!

- FEAR puts a memory into the Core Memory holder (located Stage Left now)
- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  ON - WHITE

FEAR: Ha ha! We did it gang! It’s working–

- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL: Turn  OFF

- Riley struggles to dribble the puck.  FEAR reacts as the memory holder short circuits.

DISGUST: It’s like we don't learn anything.

- Riley attempts to slap the puck, misses, and TRIPS. ANGER

RILEY: Ugh (gets frustrated and gets up and exits STAGE LEFT

- Referee whistle - dancers hit their opening post
- ANGER, FEAR & DISGUST exit STAGE LEFT

★ DANCE:  Jr Musical Theatre “Hockey is a Musical”
Marie Beagan, Jane Bishop & Elise Kemic

- Dancers start ON
- Dancers end ON - leave lights up
- RILEY re-enters during the dance from STAGE LEFT



TRACK 22a - Hockey & Imagination Disappear

- ENTER - MOM STAGE RIGHT
- RILEY  gets up and skates angrily over to MOM on STAGE RIGHT
- The other players stop and watch and then continue “playing hockey”

MOM: Riley, what’s wrong?

RILEY: Let’s go.

MOM: You’re not going to finish tryouts?

RILEY: What’s the point?

MOM: Hey, it’ll be alright. Let’s just--

RILEY: Stop saying everything will be alright!

- Exit RILEY - STAGE RIGHT - followed by MOM
- Exit Jr Musical Theatre hockey players STAGE LEFT
- Enter JOY & SADNESS & BING BONG with the rocket from STAGE LEFT

JOY: Hockey? Oh no... no, she loves  hockey. She can’t give up hockey.

JOY: Bing Bong, we have to get to that station.

BING BONG: Sure thing. This way, just past Graham Cracker Castle. Hey. That’s weird.
Graham Cracker Castle used to be right here. I wonder why they moved it?  Wow, that’s not... I
would have sworn Sparkle Pony Mountain was  right here. Hey, what’s going on?

JOY: Yeah, yeah, I dunno, we’ll have to come back--

BING BONG: Princess Dream World!

- ENTER mind workers to take Rockey away while Bing Bong is distracted

BING BONG: My rocket!  (running after them)  Wait! Riley and I, we’re still using that rocket! It
still has some song power left!!  Who's your friend who likes to play?

- The workers cart the rocket off STAGE LEFT

BING BONG: Nooo!!! No! No! No! You can’t take my rocket to the dump! Riley and I are going
to the MOON! Ahhh!..................(get sad)       Riley can’t be done with me.

- BING BONG runs off STAGE LEFT sad followed by JOY & SADNESS
- Enter Ashley Milne from STAGE RIGHT for solo - leave lights up

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 22b - ★ DANCE:  Sr Acro Solo “Come Fly With Me” - Ashley Milne

- starts ON, ends ON - exits in BLUE OUT Stage LEFT (quickchange to FEAR)



TRACK 23 - BING BONG sad, Train Finally Comes

- BLUE OUT - ENTER from STAGE LEFT:  JOY, SADNESS & BING BONG
- BING BONG sits on the ground crying (or on edge of stage)

JOY: Hey, it’s going to be okay. We can  fix this! We just need to get back to Headquarters.
Which way to the train station?

BING BONG (still stunned):  I had a whole trip planned for us.

JOY: Hey, who’s ticklish, huh? Here  comes the tickle monster... No response.

JOY: Oh, here’s a fun game! You point to  the train station and we all go there! Won’t that be
fun? Come on, let’s go to the train station!

SADNESS: (sits beside Bing Bong)  I’m sorry they took your rocket.  They took something that
you love.   It’s gone, forever.

JOY: Sadness, don’t make him feel worse

SADNESS: Sorry.

BING BONG: It’s all I had left of Riley.

SADNESS: I bet you and Riley had great  adventures.

BING BONG: They were wonderful. Once we flew  back in time. We had breakfast twice that
day.

SADNESS: That’s sounds amazing. I bet Riley liked it.

BING BONG: Oh she did. We were best friends.

SADNESS: Yeah. It’s sad.

- Bing Bong puts his head on Sadness’ shoulder and CRIES. Sadness keeps her arm
around him until he’s done.

BING BONG: I’m okay now.  (stands)  C’mon, the train station is this way.

- BING BONG walks off towards STAGE RIGHT.  JOY & SADNESS follow.

JOY: (stopping Sadness)  How did you do that?

SADNESS: I don’t know. He was sad, so I listened to what--

BING BONG: Hey, there’s the train!

- Train prop enters from STAGE RIGHT with Chloe & Leah
- JOY, BING BONG & SADNESS stand behind the train and connect to the dancers

JOY: We made it! We’re finally going to  get home!

- EXIT - Everyone STAGE LEFT —-- BLUE OUT



TRACK 24 - Best Idea Ever - Ele Lyrical “Runaway / Take Me Home”

- BLUE OUT:  Enter FEAR, ANGER & DISGUST with console
- ◍ ⃝ MEMORY BALL:  OFF

DISGUST: On a scale of one to ten, I give  this day an F.

ANGER: Well why don’t we quit standing  around and DO something?

DISGUST: Like what, genius?

FEAR: Like quitting! That’s what I’m doing.

- FEAR goes to leave, ANGER grabs his shirt collar to stop him from going anywhere

DISGUST: Euch! I thought we were supposed to be keeping Riley happy.

ANGER: Wait a minute. Wait a minute! (rummages below console and pulls up a lightbulb)

ANGER: Ah ha!

FEAR: What is it?

ANGER: (holds up the lightbulb)  Oh nothing. Just the best idea ever.

DISGUST: What?

ANGER: All the good core memories were made in Minnesota. Ergo, we go back to Minnesota
and make more. Ta-da!

FEAR: Wait wait wait.  You’re saying we run away?

ANGER: Well, I wouldn’t call it that. I’d call it, “The Happy Core Memory Development
Program.”

FEAR: You can’t be serious.

ANGER: Hey. Our life was perfect until Mom and Dad decided to move to San Fran Stinktown.

FEAR: But, I mean, it’s just so drastic!

ANGER: Need I remind you of how great things were there? Our room? Our back yard? Our
friends?

DISGUST: (considering) Yah Riley was happier in Minnesota...

FEAR: Wait, hold on. Shouldn’t we just sleep on this or something?

ANGER: Fine. Let’s sleep on it. Because  hey, I’m sure jolly fun-filled times are just around the
corner.

- Exit ANGER, SADNESS & FEAR - STAGE LEFT
- ENTER Ele Lyrical dancers from STAGE LEFT



★ DANCE:  Elementary Lyrical “Runaway / Take Me Home”
Maddie Kemic, Addison Carmichael & Annelise Burt

- Dancers start ON
- Dancers end ON?? -
- Blue Out - dancers exit?

*** Addison & Maddie quickchange into Jazz costume
—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 25 - Dream Productions & Ele Jazz “Sweet Dream”

- ENTER - STAGE RIGHT:  On Train - Chloe, Leah H, SADNESS, JOY & BING BONG
- Train stops center stage

JOY: Huh?

JOY: Hey hey! Why aren’t we moving?

TRAIN ENGINEER (Chloe): Riley’s gone to sleep. We’re all on break.

SADNESS: You mean we’re stuck here until morning?

BING BONG: Yeah, the Train of Thought doesn’t run while she’s asleep.

JOY: Oh, we can’t wait that long!

SADNESS: How about we wake her up?

JOY: Sadness, that’s ridiculous. How could we possibly...How about we wake her up!?

SADNESS: Great idea, Joy.

JOY: Thanks. Come on!

- They start strutting happily to centerstage.  (Chloe & Leah Exit Stage Left with train)

JOY: Whoa! This place is huge.

SADNESS: Yeah, it looks so much smaller than I expected.

- ENTER from STAGE RIGHT - Lily (The Director) with camera

DREAM DIRECTOR: Set up the classroom set! Today’s memories are in, we’ve got a lot to
work with here. Riley dumped her best friend, had a miserable day at school, and quit hockey.
The writers have put together a killer script!

- JOY & SADNESS go and hide behind stage set

JOY: Okay, how are we gonna wake her up?

SADNESS: Well, she wakes up sometimes when she has a scary dream. We could scare her.



JOY: Scare her? No no, she’s been through enough already.

SADNESS: But Joy--

JOY: Sadness you may know your way around down here, but I know Riley! We’re gonna make
her so happy she’ll wake up with exhilaration! We’ll excite her awake!

SADNESS:  I don’t think that will work.

JOY: Bing Bong!  Don’t let anything happen to these. (hands him the satchel of memories)

DREAM DIRECTOR: Remember, play to the camera, everyone! Riley is the camera! Makeup,
get out of there, we are on in 5,4,3...

★ DANCE:  Ele Jazz “Sweet Dream
Lily, Maddie K, Mya, Addison, Winter & Annabel

- Dancers start OFF (Stage right and stage left)
- Dancers end ON - leave lights up

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TRACK 26a - Crashing The Dream / Subconscious

- ENTER FEAR from STAGE LEFT to console (drinking a cup of tea & holding ipad)

FEAR: Just because Joy and Sadness are gone, I have to do stupid dream duty...

- (Dream sound effect)

DREAM TEACHER: Hello class. Before we begin today’s pop quiz, which counts for 90% of
your final grade...

FEAR: Man, she is one bad actress.

EXTRA: ...I want to introduce our new student. Riley.

FEAR: Let me guess, we have no pants on.

DREAM STUDENT: Hey look! She came to school with no pants on!

- RILEY gets embarrassed and covers her crotch area as if she has no pants on

FEAR: Called it!

- ENTER JOY & SADNESS (with masks on) barking like dogs

JOY: Here we go!

- During the commotion Winter, Maddie & Addison run off STAGE LEFT
- *** Quickchange into “In The Attic”

DREAM DIRECTOR:  Who is that?

FEAR: What’s going on?



- Enter BING BONG from STAGE RIGHT & goes to Camera

BING BONG: Hi Riley, it’s me! Who’s your friend who likes to play? Bing Bong, Bing Bong!

FEAR: Bing Bong?

DREAM DIRECTOR: (to the other dancers)  They are not part of these dream….get them!!

- Sadness pulls Joy out of harms way and they hide

DREAM PRODUCTIONS COP #1 Stop right there!

- The security captures BING BONG and start dragging them off STAGE RIGHT and is
followed by the Dream Director

FEAR: Booooo! Pick a plot line!

- Joy and Sadness watch as guards haul off Bing Bong.

JOY: No, no no no, there go the core  memories...!

The door opens. SPOOKY LIGHT spills out.

BING BONG: I can’t go in there. I’m scared of the dark. Please!

JOY: Ugh Come on….

- SADNESS & JOY exit STAGE RIGHT,    FEAR exits STAGE LEFT with console
- Blue out —- musical interlude
- 1:24 - JOY & SADNESS re-enter from STAGE RIGHT creepy on scared

SADNESS: I don’t like it here. It’s where they keep Riley’s darkest fears.

JOY: It’s broccoli!

SADNESS: The stairs to the basement! Ah!

- They they slowly creep backwards like frightened mice. EXIT STAGE RIGHT
- ENTER STAGE LEFT - dancers from “ In the Attic”
- (if they are not ready we will wait to queue next track

TRACK 26b - Ele Contemporary “In The Attic”

★ DANCE:  Ele Contemporary Trio “In The Attic”
Maddie K, Addison, Winter

Dancers start ON
Dancers end ON - go to BLUE OUT - Exit Stage LEFT
- Maddie goes to Stage Right and sleeps in sleeping bag for next scene

TRACK 27 - Jangles the Clown



*** Plug in lightbulb extension cord on console while its offstage for Int Ballet IDEA

JOY Bing Bong!

BING BONG:  Joy!

JOY There you are.

BING BONG (points)  SHHHHH!

- They are standing in front of a giant SLEEPING CLOWN.

JOY (terrified) - It’s Jangles.

JANGLES (talking in his sleep)  Who’s the birthday girl, who’s the birthday girl...

- They gingerly approach Jangles. Joy climbs up to Bing Bong.

JOY - Do you have the core memories?

- He gives her the satchel. Joy holds them close.

BING BONG (CONT’D) We’re out of here! Let’s get to that train.

JOY - Wait. The train’s not running. We still have to wake up Riley.

SADNESS But how?

- Joy and Sadness look back at the clown.

BING BONG:  Oh no

JOY (loudly) H-hhey Sadness, did you hear about the p-pahh-party that we’re having?

SADNESS Ohhhh yeah, yes Joy! Isn’t it a ba-bahh... birthday party?

JANGLES Did you say... birthday?

JOY And there’s going to be cake, and presents and--

SADNESS --and games and balloons--

JANGLES - A BIRTHDAY?!?!

JOY Okay. Follow us!

- All three run towards the gate, followed by the giant clown!
-
- JOY (CONT’D) Nothing like a good scare to wake you up, right?

JANGLES - WHO’S THE BIRTHDAY GIRL?!?!

- Riley bolts upright in bed.
- Enter train



IBING BONG Come on, let’s go!

JOY Ha ha! We made it!

SADNESS Whoo-hoo! Ha ha!

JOY Guess who’s on their way to Headquarters?!

SADNESS We are!

Track 28 BEST IDEA EVER

- Anger and Disgust come out looking tired, rumpled...

DISGUST What is going on?

ANGER He did it again.

FEAR - (huddled on the floor)  We were at school, and we were naked, and there was a dog,
and his back half was chasing him... and then we saw Bing Bong.

ANGER You idiot! It was a DREAM! This is ridiculous, we can’t even get a good night sleep
anymore. Time to take action.

- He goes and gets the Idea Bulb he held up earlier.

ANGER (CONT’D) Stupid Mom and Dad. If they hadn't moved us, none of this would've
happened. Who’s with me?

- Fear stammers nervously. Anger looks to Disgust.

DISGUST Yeah, let's do it.

- Anger plugs the Idea Bulb in.

ANGER - She took it. There’s no turning back.

DISGUST So, how’re we gonna get to Minnesota from here?

ANGER There’s a bus leaving tomorrow.Perfect.

DISGUST A ticket costs money. How do we get money?

ANGER Mom’s purse.

DISGUST You wouldn’t.

ANGER Oh, but I would. Where was it we saw it last?



- He punches up a memory. It comes up and plays.

GUM MEMORY (O.S.) Tripledent gum will--

ANGER NOOOO!!! (slams his fist, canceling the memory) It’s downstairs somewhere. Mom and
Dad got us into this mess. They can pay to get us out.

- Riley sneaks onstage and steal money from Mom’s purse STAGE RIGHT

DANCE:  Inter Ballet

—-------The train passes crumbling HONESTY ISLAND.

Joy looks towards Headquarters.

JOY - That was our way home! We lost another island... what is happening?

WORKER #1 - Haven’t you heard? Riley is running away.

JOY What?!

JOY Family Island. Let’s go!

BING BONG - Joy!!!

SADNESS

Joy falls, clutching the satchel of core memories.

She lands hard, rolling down a hill of faded memories. She sits up, looks around. The satchel!
All the memories are still there. Panicked, Joy runs up the hills of memories.

Off in another part of the dump, Bing Bong comes to.

BING BONG

Bing Bong notices his hand beginning to fade. He gasps.

BING BONG (CONT’D)

He finds Joy desperately clawing her way up the hill.

Joy?

Joy!

INSIDE OUT
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BING BONG (CONT’D) - Joy? Joy, what are you doing? Will you stop it please? Joy ignores
him; keeps trying.

BING BONG (CONT’D) Don’t you get it, Joy? We’re stuck

down here. We’re forgotten.

This stops Joy. All around, memories are fading to dust. Vapors blowing in the atmosphere, they
disappear.

RILEY (O.S.)

We used to play tag and stuff.

Joy recognizes this. She finds Sadness’ BLUE CORE MEMORY: Riley crying in class.

RILEY (O.S.) (CONT’D) But everything’s different now

since we moved.

Seeing Riley cry breaks Joy’s heart. She falls to her knees. She picks up a nearby MEMORY of
young happy Riley coloring.

JOY

Do you remember how she used to

stick her tongue out when she was coloring?

Another memory: Riley talking to a bug.

JOY (CONT’D)

I could listen to her stories all

day.

Another memory: Riley spinning.

JOY (CONT'D)

I just wanted Riley to be happy.

And now...

She holds the recent blue memory of Riley in class. Joy hugs them all until the memories fall out
of her arms.

Joy cries. A long, deep, painful cry.

Joy has lost everything.

Around her, memories fade and disappear.

A tear falls onto the faded TWISTY-TREE MEMORY. Joy wipes it.
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In wiping the tear, the memory rewinds. Its color CHANGES from GOLD TO BLUE.

IN THE MEMORY: Riley sits in the tree with her parents, the team approaching in the distance.

Joy looks closer. What’s this? She rewinds more.

IN THE MEMORY: Riley sits in the tree, crying, alone. Joy remembers what Sadness said about
the memory...

SADNESS (V.O.)

It was the day the Prairie Dogs

lost the big playoff game. Riley missed the winning shot. She felt awful. She wanted to quit.

IN THE MEMORY: Mom and Dad come to console Riley. Joy fast forwards.

IN THE MEMORY: The hockey team lifts Riley on their shoulders and cheers. Riley smiles.

JOY

Sadness. Mom and Dad, the team...

they came to help because of Sadness.

She turns to Bing Bong, ready to take action.

Silence.

JOY (CONT’D)

We have to get back up there!

BING BONG

Joy, we’re stuck down here. We

might as well be on another planet.

JOY (getting an idea)

Another planet. (sings)

Who’s your friend who likes to play?

JOY (CONT’D) (sings louder)

Who’s your friend who likes to play?
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BING BONG (understanding; excited)

His rocket makes you yell "Hooray!"

Far off, BING BONG’S ROCKET answers. They run towards it.

BING BONG (CONT’D) Who's the best in every way and wants to sing this song to say,

who's your friend who likes to play? Bing Bong Bing Bong!

Joy and Bing Bong find the rocket!

EXT. MEMORY DUMP - LATER

They perch the wagon atop a hill. Joy looks resigned.

JOY Hop in!

Both inside, Bing Bong pushes off. They speed down a slope to gain momentum, singing all the
way. They reach the bottom and shoot up another hill, launching up towards the cliff top.

Joy and Bing Bong enthusiastically, if not desperately, sing at the top of their lungs.

Not even close. They crash back to the bottom.

C’mon!

JOY (CONT’D)

EXT. MEMORY DUMP - MOMENTS LATER

They shoot down a taller hill for another go. They SING faster and louder.

Joy reaches for the ledge but they fall with a thud.

Bing Bong stands. There’s no way they’ll make it. He looks up at the ledge and then to his hand
-- it’s disappearing!

BING BONG

Come on, Joy. One more time. I’ve

got a feeling about this one.

EXT. MEMORY DUMP - MOMENTS LATER

Hurdling down the largest hill yet, they continue to sing Bing Bong’s song.
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BING BONG

Louder! Louder, Joy! Sing louder!



Bing Bong times it just right... and jumps out of the wagon.

Without his weight, the Joy gains momentum. She’s unaware of Bing Bong’s absence.

JOY

We’re gonna make it!

The rocket makes it over the ledge! It crashes atop the cliff.

JOY (CONT'D)

Woohoo! Bing Bong, we did it! We--

She turns around. She’s alone.

JOY (CONT'D) Bing Bong? Bing Bong!

She runs to the cliff side. Below, Bing Bong laughs excitedly, happy to help Riley in the only way
he can.

BING BONG

Ya ha ha! You made it! Ha ha! Go!

Go save Riley! (pause)

Take her to the moon for me. Okay?

He waves as the last of him vanishes into the air. Joy’s eyes widen in awe; he’s sacrificed his
life for her.

JOY

I'll try, Bing Bong. I promise.

Joy gets up and soldiers on.

INT. SAN FRANCISCO HOUSE - EVENING Mom and Dad walk in.

MOM

We’re home! Riley? Riley!

INT. RILEY’S ROOM - EVENING

Dad opens the door. The room is empty.

MOM

I’ll call her cell.
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EXT. SAN FRANCISCO STREET - EVENING



Riley walks through a sketchy part of the city.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

FEAR

This is terrible. Wait. Is that

someone walking towards us? Let’s cross the street.

Riley’s cell phone rings. MOM is calling. INT. HEADQUARTERS

FEAR

It's Mom! She's on to us! Where's

my bag?

Fear finds a paper bag and breathes into it to calm himself.

DISGUST What do we do?

ANGER

Riley needs to get core memories.

We keep going.

EXT. SAN FRANCISCO STREET - CONTINUOUS Riley ignores the call and walks on.

EXT. LONG-TERM MEMORY

Joy runs through the Long-Term Memory stacks.

JOY Sadness!

She sees Family Island rumble, pieces beginning to break off. She frantically continues on.

EXT. BUS DEPOT - EVENING

Riley walks into the bus depot.
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EXT. LONG-TERM MEMORY

Joy runs through a long corridor.

JOY Sadness? Sadness?

(no answer; desperate)

C’mon Sadness, where are you? Okay. If I were Sadness, where would I be?

Joy slumps to the ground. She kicks a leg up in the air.



JOY (CONT'D) (Sadness voice)

Ohhh... everything is awful and my legs don’t work and you have to drag me around while I
touch all the--

Joy stops. Something has caught her eye.

REVEAL: a path of blue memories on the bottom shelves. Joy follows the path.

EXT. BUS DEPOT - MOMENT LATER

Riley walks out of the bus depot and into the advancing line. Her cell phone rings again: “Mom.”

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Fear breathes faster into his paper bag.

DISGUST

Oh no. It’s Mom again. What do we

do?!

ANGER Uh... Uh...

Boom! Family Island rumbles behind them.

QUICK INTERCUTS between the line getting shorter, Riley declining Mom’s call, and Family
Island crumbling. Finally...

INT. HEADQUARTERS Fear’s bag POPS.
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ANGER

This is madness! She shouldn’t run

away!

DISGUST

Let’s get this idea out of her

head.

They rush to unplug the idea.

INT. LONG-TERM MEMORY

Joy runs, following the path of blue memories.

JOY Sadness!



Joy rounds a corner and spots Sadness far down the next row.

JOY (CONT’D) Sadness turns around.

SADNESS

Joy?

Inexplicably, Sadness turns and runs away.

JOY Wait, Sadness!

Joy chases after her. Sadness doesn’t stop.

SADNESS

Just let me go! Riley’s better off

without me!

Joy follows Sadness straight into...

INT. IMAGINATIONLAND, FRENCH FRY FOREST

Sadness topples giant french fries in Joy’s path.

JOY Come back!

Joy uses a super-long fry to vault over the mound of fries.

Sadness!
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INT. IMAGINATIONLAND, CLOUD TOWN

Two MIND WORKER COPS are questioning a CLOUD WITNESS.

MIND WORKER COP #1

So you’re saying your husband was

blown away by an elephant.

The Cloud Witness nods. Sadness runs past the crime scene. They don’t notice.

MIND WORKER COP #1 (CONT’D) Was he with anyone?

CLOUD WITNESS Yes! And there she is!

Joy runs right through the Cloud Witness, dissipating her.

MIND WORKER COP #1 (runs after Joy)

Hey! Come back here!



MIND WORKER COP #2 Forget it, Jake. It’s Cloud Town.

EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND, CLIFF EDGE

Joy searches for Sadness. Suddenly, rain falls on her. Above, Sadness is floating on a chunk of
rain cloud, away from Headquarters.

JOY What? Sadness!

SADNESS (crying)

I only make everything worse!

JOY

Wait-- Sadness! We've gotta get you

back to...

(Sadness is too far away)

Ugh.

Joy looks back at Family Island crumbling. She looks around: what does she have to work with?
The Boyfriend Generator...

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Anger tries to untwist the Idea Bulb, but IT WON’T MOVE.
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ANGER It’s stuck!

DISGUST Oh great.

FEAR Whadayamean it’s stuck?!?

DISGUST Now what?

A strange BLACKNESS spreads over the console.

FEAR

Oh, no, no, no. What is THIS?!

INT. BUS - EVENING Riley boards the bus.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Anger slams a chair down on the console. It bounces off with no effect. Fear lunges in with a
crowbar. He loses control and it smacks him in the face.



INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS

Riley walks down the aisle of the bus.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

FEAR

Oh, how do we stop it?

DISGUST

I got it! Make her feel scared!

That’ll make her change her mind!

FEAR Brilliant!

DISGUST

I know it’s brilliant. Do it!

Fear frantically pushes buttons.
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FEAR

Ahh! Nothing’s working! Why isn’t

it working??

ANGER Let me try!

Disgust and Fear pound on the console buttons.

DISGUST Great, you broke it!

FEAR No, I didn’t!

ANGER Let me do it!

INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS Riley takes a seat.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

By now, the console is mostly black.

FEAR

Guys. We can’t make Riley feel

anything.



INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS Riley sits on the bus.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

What have we done?

EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND, BOYFRIEND GENERATOR Joy runs up to Riley’s Imaginary
Boyfriend.

JOY

Hey! Hey, look at me. Did you mean

what you said before?

ANGER
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IMAGINARY BOYFRIEND

I would die for Riley! I would die

for Riley!

JOY

Yeah, yeah, okay, Haircut. Time to

prove it.

Joy scoops him into her satchel. She activates the generator. Imaginary Boyfriends pour out,
directly into Joy’s satchel.

EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND

Joy spots Sadness ahead, and runs past her.

EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND, BALLOON TREES

Joy pulls a balloon free from a TWISTY BALLOON PALM TREE. She aims it towards the
approaching Sadness and unties it.

PTHHPT! The balloon blows Sadness back over the MEMORY DUMP. In the process, the
HOUSE OF CARDS behind them collapses.

HOUSE OF CARDS WORKER (angry)

That’s it! I fold!

EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND, BOYFRIEND GENERATOR

Joy sprints by grabbing the SATCHEL, now full of boyfriends.



EXT. IMAGINATIONLAND, CLIFFSIDE

Sadness floats out over the Memory Dump. Joy runs along the cliff edge, parallel to Sadness,
towards Family Island.

EXT. LONG-TERM MEMORY CLIFFS, NEAR FAMILY ISLAND

Joy sights Sadness and aligns herself with Family Island. She dumps the satchel, pouring out
the Boyfriends. Their momentum pulls her to the top of a TOWER OF BOYFRIENDS.

JOY (to herself)

This is crazy, this is crazy... No, no, no! Joy! Be positive.

(beat)

I am POSITIVE this is crazy!
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Joy spots the trampoline on Family Island, then Sadness floating away. She times it...

JOY (CONT’D) The tower tips forward.

NOW!

For Riley!

IMAGINARY BOYFRIENDS

Joy falls towards Family Island, bounces on the TRAMPOLINE, flying up towards Sadness. She
intercepts Sadness midair...

JOY Gotcha!

Joy?

SADNESS

JOY Hang on!

They launch towards Headquarters. Will they make it?

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Anger, Fear and Disgust watch the screen, worried.

FEAR

Ohhh, I wish Joy was here!

SPLAT! Joy and Sadness hit the back window and slide down, grabbing the window edge. The
Emotions run to the window.

DISGUST It’s Joy!



ANGER Stand back! Arrrrgh!

Anger throws a chair at the window. It bounces off.

DISGUST (sarcastically)

That worked.

ANGER

Well, what would you do, if you’re

so smart?!

He’s smoldering. Disgust’s eyes light up.
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DISGUST

I’d tell you, but you’re too dumb

to understand.

ANGER What?!

DISGUST

Of course your tiny brain is

confused. Guess I’ll just have to dumb it down to your level. Sorry I don’t speak “moron” as well
as you, but let me try: Duuuuhhhhh.

Anger explodes, bursting into full blowtorch flames. Disgust, sporting a welding mask, picks him
up and blows a hole in the window. Joy and Sadness climb through.

Anger Fear and Disgust all talk at the same time, explaining:

FEAR

Oh, thank goodness you’re back.

DISGUST

Things are really messed up.

ANGER

We found this idea, and now Riley’s

on a bus heading for Minnesota! Joy looks at the screen.

ON THE SCREEN: Riley stares vacantly out the bus window.



EXT. BUS DEPOT - NIGHT

The bus starts to pull away.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

DISGUST

Joy, you’ve got to fix this. Get up

there.

JOY

Sadness, it’s up to you.

SADNESS

Joy pushes Sadness towards the console.

Me?
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Sadness?!?

ANGER/FEAR/DISGUST

SADNESS I can’t, Joy.

JOY

Yes you can. Riley needs you.

Sadness looks at Joy. Really? Joy nods.

INT. BUS - CONTINUOUS

The bus pulls out onto the street.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Sadness approaches the console and takes charge.

SADNESS

She grips the Idea Bulb. The console is now completely black.

EXT. SAN FRANCISCO STREET - NIGHT The bus is on the road.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Sadness works... and ejects the Idea Bulb. The blackness retracts.



INT. BUS - NIGHT

Feeling comes back to Riley: her expression changes from listless to sad. She stands.

RILEY

Wait! Stop! I wanna get off.

The bus stops. Riley runs to the front and out the door.

EXT. BUS STOP - NIGHT

Riley runs away from the bus.

Okay.
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INT. HEADQUARTERS

The Emotions watch the screen in anticipation.

EXT. SAN FRANCISCO STREET - NIGHT Riley runs back towards home.

INT. SAN FRANCISCO DINING ROOM - NIGHT

Mom sits at the table, on the phone. Dad hovers.

MOM (on phone)

Alright. Thank you. We will. (to Dad)

Her teacher hasn’t even seen Riley all day.

DAD

What? I can't believe this.

MOM

What was she wearing last? Do you

even remember what--

The door opens. Riley walks in. They rush over to her.

Riley!

MOM (CONT’D)

DAD

Riley, there you are! Thank

goodness!



MOM

Oh, we were worried sick! Where

have you been? It’s so late...

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Sadness drives. Joy walks to her, holding the golden core memories. She hands them over to
Sadness.

The core memories turn BLUE.

Sadness places one in the recall unit.

THE MEMORY PLAYS ON SCREEN:

Young Riley and young Meg walk side by side.
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INT. SAN FRANCISCO DINING ROOM - CONTINUOUS Riley remembers.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Sadness places another blue memory in the recall unit. MEMORIES PLAY ON SCREEN:

Young Riley makes cookies with Mom and Dad. Riley runs around with underpants on her head,
Dad chasing. Riley scores her first goal. Riley skates with Mom and Dad.

Sadness places her hand on the console. It turns BLUE.

INT. SAN FRANCISCO DINING ROOM Riley cries.

RILEY

I know you don’t want me to but...

I miss home. I miss Minnesota. Mom and Dad, concerned, listen quietly.

RILEY (CONT’D)

You need me to be happy, but... I

want my old friends, and my hockey team... I wanna go home. Please don’t be mad.

MOM Oh sweetie...

DAD

We’re not mad. You know what? I

miss Minnesota too. I miss the woods where we took hikes.

MOM



And the back yard where you used to

play.

DAD

Spring Lake, where you learned to

skate. Riley cries harder.

Come here.

DAD (CONT’D)

INSIDE OUT 124. He pulls Riley towards them. The three hug.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Joy steps forward with one more gift for Sadness: the blue core memory.

Sadness pulls Joy by the hand and places it on the console.

INT. SAN FRANCISCO DINING ROOM

Still in an embrace, Riley smiles through her tears.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

BING! Joy and Sadness hear the sound of a new memory being produced. It’s a NEW CORE
MEMORY: BLUE AND GOLD, swirled together. A first.

The Emotions react in awe.

The memory travels down the track and into the holder. A lightline extends out the back of
Headquarters. It is a new FAMILY ISLAND, bigger than before.

Joy and Sadness turn back to the console together.

INT. SAN FRANCISCO DINING ROOM Riley, Mom and Dad embrace.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Watching the screen, Joy rests her head on Sadness. They’re a team.

INT. HEADQUARTERS - DAYS LATER

We see many new, multicolored core memories in the Core Memory Holder.

The Emotions admire the new Islands of Personality.

FEAR

Hey, I’m liking this new view.
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ANGER

Friendship Island has expanded.

Glad they finally opened that Friendly Arguments section.

SADNESS

I like Tragic Vampire Romance

Island.

DISGUST

Fashion Island. Everyone shut up!

FEAR

Boy Band Island. Hope that's just a

phase.

JOY

Say what you want, I think it’s all

beautiful.

WORKER FRITZ

Alright!

The Emotions turn to see workers at a new, larger console.

WORKER FRITZ (CONT’D) There you go. Your new expanded

console is up and running. The new console lights up.

JOY/SADNESS/FEAR/ANGER/DISGUST

Whoa!

Cool. Upgrade!

JOY Ooohh.

Fear leans on the console. BEEP!

FEAR

Hey! Whoa! Whoops, wait. Did I just

do that?



DISGUST

(re: a warning light label)

Hey guys? What’s “pub-er-ty?”

JOY

I don’t know. It’s probably not

important.

DISGUST
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BEEP!

ANGER

Whoa. I have access to the entire

Curse Word Library! This new console is the sh--

FEAR

Sorry. I did it again. My bad.

DISGUST

(pointing to screen) They’re getting to the rink!

EXT. HOCKEY RINK - DAY

The same rink Riley left before. The Golden Gate gleams in the background.

INT. HOCKEY RINK

A pep talk from Riley’s parents. We don’t see their faces.

DAD

Now when you get out there, you be

aggressive!

RILEY (embarrassed)

I know, Dad.

MOM

-- but not too aggressive.



RILEY

You know, you guys don’t have to

come to every game.

REVEAL: Mom and Dad’s faces are painted blue and green.

DAD

Are you kidding? I’m not missing

one! GO FOGHORNS!

MOM

GO RILEY! FOGHORNS ARE THE BEST!

RILEY

Okay, okay. I gotta go.

Riley walks away, mortified, as Dad makes foghorn noises.

INSIDE OUT 127.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

All the Emotions at the control panel.

JOY Awww...

FEAR They love us!

ANGER

Yeah, Mom and Dad are pretty cool.

DISGUST

Guys, of course they are. But we

can’t SHOW IT!

INT. HOCKEY RINK

Zoom in to Dad’s head...

INT. DAD’S HEADQUARTERS

Dad’s Emotions cheer. They all have their faces painted. ON THE SCREEN: Mom beams at
Dad.

DAD’S FEAR



She loved the face painting!

DAD’S ANGER

Ha! Told you it was a great idea!

Dad turns to Mom. She smiles, and we zoom in to her head...

INT. MOM’S HEADQUARTERS

All Mom’s Emotions are also painted.

MOM’S ANGER

Best idea he’s had in awhile.

MOM’S SADNESS He’s a really good guy.

They all sigh. Mom’s Anger tosses the MEMORY of the Brazilian helicopter pilot. Mom’s Fear
retrieves it.

MOM’S FEAR Just in case.

INSIDE OUT 128.

INT. HOCKEY RINK

Riley walks towards the ice and bumps into A TEEN BOY. He drops his water bottle. She picks it
up for him.

RILEY Oh. Sorry!

She smiles.

ZOOM IN TO THE BOY’S HEAD.

INT. BOY’S HEADQUARTERS

A dirty, chaotic room. Stuff everywhere.

GIRL ALARM GIRL! GIRL! GIRL!

WARNING LIGHTS ARE BLARING. His Emotions run around in a panic, screaming. One of
them is HUDDLED, CRYING.

INT. HOCKEY RINK

The boy stands stunned, unable to speak. Riley hands him the water bottle.

RILEY Uhh... Ooooo-kay. Bye!

Riley skates out onto the ice, looking back over her shoulder... with a hint of a smile?

HOCKEY TEAMMATE (O.S.) All set, Riley?



She HIGH-FIVES a new teammate. They skate into position as Mom and Dad cheer from the
stands.

INT. HEADQUARTERS

Joy and Sadness stand side by side at the new console, flanked by the others.

JOY You ready?

Yeah!

SADNESS

INSIDE OUT

129.

JOY

Alright. Let’s play some hockey!

We ZOOM OUT of Riley’s head.

INT. HOCKEY RINK

Riley faces off. The puck drops.

JOY (O.S.)

All right Anger, take it!

ANGER (O.S.)

Give us that puck or you’re dead

meat! Riley gets it!

FEAR (O.S.)

On our left! On our left!

An opponent steals the puck.

DISGUST (O.S.) Let’s just try not to get all

smelly this time.

SADNESS (O.S.)

Hooh, Mom and Dad are watching us

fail.

ANGER (O.S.)



Not today!

Riley regains the puck and skates off with a smile.

THE END.

JOY (V.O.)

We’ve been through a lot lately,

that’s for sure. But we still love our girl. She has great new friends, a great new house... things
couldn’t be better! After all, Riley’s 12 now. What could happen?


